ABSTRACT
FDMA, etc.) and radio networks.
A basic model is constructed in a very modular fashion in order to allow more flexibility. It is detailed enough as to reflect the exact behavior of its corresponding target component (the component which is modeled). Called Detailed Basic Model (DBM), it implements a uniform and well-defined set of functions, while having clearly specified interfaces. In order to facilitate carrying out the basic mlodels, their interconnection and their maintenance, an intennal structure is proposed.
In thds paper, we will focus on how to enhance this library by deriving benefit from the basic models characteristic which is its reusability. Indeed, the usefulness of the atelier heavily depends on the number of available imodels. The Generic Models (GeMs) represent an adequate solution [6, 7, 8] to notably enrich the library.
They will be constructed by the modelers who have to respect certain constraints related to the modeled domain which is tlhe communication system. So, a large number of errors can be avoided at the conception stage. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines precisely 1,he internal structure of a Detailed Basic Model (DBM) [9] . Section 3 presents some concepts necessary to intercamtxt DBMs. Section 4 describes how a generic model (GeM) is constructed using the composition mechanism and which constraints have to be fulfilled for constructing coherent Gem. Furthermore, we will show how GeMs are specializd to define composite models (CoMs). Section 5 presents a short example. Finally, a conclusion is drawn.
Itamternal Structure of a DBM
In order to facilitate carrying out Detailed Basic Models (DBMs), their interconnection and their maintenance, an internal structure is proposed. It is composed of three blocks (figure 1) : the Behavior Engine Block (BEB), the Interfaces Block (IB) and the Measurements Block (MeB). The structure is designed to meet the following fundamental objectives : 0 Each DBM is self-contained, namely the behavior of the target component is modeled inside the DBM, and all the interactions with the outside world take place through interfaces. We keep in mind that each DBM may be a component of a communication system. Hence, a DBM must be connected to orher DBMs; connections are made via interfaces. Interfaces have another important role, which is to fiee the BEB of messages exchange between the DBM and the outside world. This intends that the BEB has to handle only the behavior of the target component and not the issue of how to structure the messages.
0
The main objective of modeling is performance assessment. Hence, statistical results are required. They will be processed during the simulation phase. Each DBM is intended to offer one or several measurements, which must be meaningful to an enduser. A DBM can be characterized by a number of parameters. The parameters are classified into two classes, the configuration parameter's class and the performance parameter's class. The parameters of the first class are transparent for the end-user; their values depend on the context where the DBM is instantiated and/or on some characteristics of the DBM. Namely, the values of these parameters are set according to the configuration of the network where the DBM is used. The parameters of the second class can be used by the end-user to assess the performance of the DBM. The following sub-sections explain the internal structure of a DBM more thoroughly.
2.1, Mebavitsr Engine BBuck
The behavior of a target component is modeled within the BEB of its associated DBM. The BEB is an open network of stations'. Each station includes a queue with limited or unlimited capacity, and one or several servers. The network of stations is open because it receives from and/or sends to the outside, through the interfaces, different messages. The configuration of the network of stations and the services offered by each station are left to the responsibility of the modeler. The complexity of the network of stations heavily depends on the complexity of the target component.
. Interfaces Block
The interfaces block is an important part of a DBM for several reasons. The modularity aspect of a DBM is reinforced by their presence. They allow the modeler to develop a DBM independently of any system from which it can be a component. Well-defined interfaces also promote the reuse of the global model. Finally, they free the BEB of the message exchange with the outside world.
A DBM can have several interfaces, denoted by N as depicted in figure 1. N can either be a fixed value bown during the modeling phase or it can vary. In the later case, the modeler can progressively add new interfaces to the DBM. A given interface can be instantiated one or several times if an instance of current DBM (denoted C-DBM) is connected to one or several instances of a DBM through this given interface. An interface is represented by means of two stations (figure 2), each station is composed of a queue and a server, The station Sin receives messages firom the outside, which are meant to be sent later to the BEB. Sour receives messages from the BEB to be sent later to another DBM, which is connected to it. The services inside Sour and Sin both depend on the type of DBM connected to the current DBM, and the type of messages to be handled by the C-DBM.
Another DBM BEB
j%3le&%6lre1Plearls Block
The measurements block contains two types of measurements. The first type reflects the behavior of a DBM, and it is associated with the BEB. The second type is associated with the interfaces, and it mainly shows the data flow entering and exiting the DBM.
The modeler of a DBM defines a list of measurements. The measurements must be meaningful to an end-user who is not specialized in the field of queuing networks. All the aspects related to this field are transparent. These measurements must be related to some metrics currently used in the field of communication systems, e.g. throughput, response delay, etc.
They are managed by a set of ON/OFF switches. Namely, each measurement is associated with a switch. If the switch is set to ON, the associated measurement is computed, otherwise it is not considered. This policy has two advantages : i) the end-user is not submerged by a long list of measurements which may not all be useful for his study and, ii) the simulation time is reduced if some measurements are not computed. In the following sub-sections, we introduce some new
1 Facet Crsncept
Each C-DBM can be connected to a variety of other DBMs, but all these DBMs cannot be connected, at the same time, to the C-DBM. Let us say that C-DBM has several facets, each facet represents a DBM that can be connected to C-DBM.
Consider the following example illustrated in figure 3.
This figure shows that C-DBM can be connected to DBMl and DBM2. In this case, we say that DBM has two facets which are DBMl and DBM2. Facet also refers to the application that provides for a given DBM, the set of its facets. In our example, Facet(C-DBM) = (DBM1, DBM2}.
The same figure shows two connections C and L, between C-DBM and respectively DBMl and DBM2.
These coimcxtions are abstract, in the sense that they only show that these DBMs can be connected to each other. Finally, the: relation facet is commutative, because one facet of IlBM1 is C-DBM, and one facet of DBM2 is C-DBM as well. dbm l1 Each facet P of a given DBM is associated with two integers II~DBM,F and MDBM,F that respect the following instance of DBM. The value of mDBM. F can be zero and the ineqUahOn : mDBMp .5 Noc(dbm,, F) 5 MDBM,~, kf dbm, value of MDBM,F can be infinite2. If mDBM, F is equal to zero, this m e a s that for certain architectures the connection between the DBM and F is not required. If MDB,, is greater than 1, this means that DBM can play the role of a multiplexer or a demultiplexer, and it is not a source of messages.
3-13, Mutual Exdaision
For a given DBM, mutual exclusion can stand inside its set of facets. Namely, when an instance of a DBM is connected to an instance of one of its facets, it cannot be connected to the other facets. The mutual exclusion can be expressed in different ways. The simple way is illustrated in the following example : Let fi, f2 and f3 be three facets of a DBM. To express the fact that they exclude each other mutually we can say :
If Noc(dbm,, fJ10, r=l, 2,3,.then Noc(dbm,, fJ=O V jjr.
In other words, if an instance of DBM is connected to one of the fi, f2 or f3 facets, it cannot be connected to the others. So, the number of connections has to be equal to zero for two facets when the third one is different from zero.
We denote Ex(Y) the exclusion function which gives for DBM Y, with regard to one of its facets, the sub-set of Y facets which are mutually exclusive. Ex(Y) does not include DBM X. Namely, an instance of Y can be connected to an instance of X if and only if it is not connected to another instance of the DBMs belonging to Ex(Y). Conversely, if an instance of Y is already connected to an instance of a DBM belonging to Ex(DBM), then it cannot be connected to an instance of x.
Generic arnd CuzmpusEte Mes6EeIs
In this section, we will show how to build hierarchically complex models from DBMs, and how the internal structure of a DBM plays an important part in facilitating the building. Hierarchical modeling will be based on the composition mechanism.
This section starts by defiing a DBM Class, then the application of the composition mechanism to build coupled models is explained in detail. Complex models will be constructed in a generic way: this will lead us to construct what is called a Generic Model (GeM), which is described in the third sub-section. Each GeM can be specialized in what is called Composite Models (CoMs), which is explained in the fourth sub-section. Finally, a short example is given.
DBM Class
A DBM Class is a set of at least two DBMs, having one or several common characteristics. For instance, they belong to either the same OS1 layer, the same network device type, or, in general, to the same communication component. A DBM Class is denoted C-DBM.
An instance of a e-DBM is an instance of one of the DBMs belonging to this Class. Clearly, one of the DBMs composing the class is chosen and instantiated. The choice is done by the modeler.
For example, the MAC sub-layer is a e-DBM, made up of the DBM MAC Ethernet, DBM MAC FDDI, DBM MAC Token-Ring, etc.
The Facet concept, defined in sub-section 3.1., can be extended to a e-DBM. If e-DBM is composed of {DBMI, ..., DBM,}, the facets of e-DBM are defied as follows :
The facets of a e-DBM are defined by the intersection of all the sets of facets with regard to the DBMs belonging to C-DBM. The intersection should not to be empty, otherwise it means that e-DBM was wrongly defined; indeed, the modeler has to accurately construct a e-DBM.
DBdl,eC-DBM

2 6:oUplcd Modcl
Hierarchical modeling is based upon the mechanism of basic model composition. We will first use the composition mechanism to define a coupled model. Suppose that A and B are two DBMs. If these models can be connected to each other, the resulting model, called a coupled model (0, can in its turn be seen from outside as a new DBM. It is obvious that if this condition is not met, there is no point in applying the composition mechanism. The composition mechanism can also be applied to a DBM and a e-DBM or to two e-DBMs. The resulting model is also called a coupled model. An instance of a CM is defined by the instances of the two components composing the coupled model. Each component is instantiated only once; the two instances are linked to each other via their interfaces.
Hereafter, we will discuss under which conditions the composition mechanism can be applied. To compose two DBMs, or a DBM and a e-DBM or two e-DBMs, there are constraints to be complied with, depending on the components to compose. Let us denote X and Y the two concerned components: they can be composed if one of the constraints below is complied with : e (X and Y are two DBMs) and (X E Facet(Y)).
b f~~h t p can be infinite only in t h e~l y , h C J w " in practice it is hounded by thz size of available memory. Namely, to compose two DBMs, one has to be the facet of the other, and vice versa. Since X E Facet(Y), then by commutativity Y E Facet(%. (X is a DBM and Y is a e-DBM) and (X E Facet(Y)). Namely, to compose a DBM and a C-DBM, the DBM has to be a facet of e-DBM.
(X and Y are two C-DBMs) and (X c Facet(Y)).
Namely, to compose two C-DBMs, one has to be included into the set of facets of the other, and vice versa.
Since X c Facet(Y), then by symmetry Y c Facet(X).
The composition mechanism can also be applied to a coupled model and a DBM or a 6-DBM. There are constraints to be complied with for this composition to make sense. To define these constraints, we have to extend the notion of Facet to a coupled model.
Let us denote CM = <X, Y>, X and Y are either DBMs or 6-DBMs, then : other connections may be excluded, either because the number of allowed connections is equal to 1, or because some DBMs have to be excluded. How to determine MEX will be described in this sub-section just after giving the constraints.
CM and DBM, or CM and C-DBM can be composed easily if one of the constraints below is satisfied. Let us denote X the model which will be composed with a CM :
(X is a DBM) and (X E Facet(CM)). Namely, to compose a DBM and a CM, the DBM has to be a facet of CM, i.e., it can be connected to one of the components of CM.
(X is a e-DBM) and (Facet(X) c Facet(CM)).
Namely, whatever the DBM chosen when instantiating e-DBM, this DBM is a facet of CM and hence can be connected to one of the components of CM.
Determining MEX
In order to determine the components of the MEX set accurately, we extend Noc, the upper limit, and Exclusion functions to a e-DBM. The computation of Facet(CM = <X, Y>) remains nearly thle same as previously described. The change is the detenmination of MEX(CM) where CM is the result of the composition of another coupled model (denoted CM,,) and a D!BM or a e-DBM. In this case, the algorithm to determine IMEX(CM) has to be run for X = DBM or e-DBM, and for Y = the DBM or 6-DBM component of CM,, which will be connected to X.
C-DBM.
4*3* I;eraeric Model
A Generic Model (GeM) is a collection of components, structured by means of the composition mechanism. The components might be : i) one or several DBM classes, ii) zero, one or several DBMs, and iii) if necessary a specific object (denoted SPECOBJ).
As we will see in the next sub-section, SPECOBJ, when present inside a GeM, is either active or passive. Namely, it plays or does not play a role in interconnecting the GeM components.
To define the components of a GeM and its structure, we use the following syntax, which is a sub-set of Architecture Description Language (ADL) [6] . It is made 1. The DECLARE part lists the components of the GeM; each component is associated with a symbolic name (var-name) and declared as a DBM or a DBM Class. 2. The CONNECT part lists the allowed connections between the components and/or outside (the key-word OUT is used), and/or SPECOBJ (if present and necessary). 
Specific Object of a Gehf
Each GeM, if necessary, has a specific object that may play the role of glue between its components. The structure and the importance of the role of a specific object heavily depend on the GeM. Two situations can 1. The specific object plays an active role, namely it is used to interconnect the components of the GeM. In this case, it can be parametrized and measurements can be defined. The structure of SPECOBJ is not defined, partly defined or fully defined. In the first case, the structure cannot be defined by the modeler because it heavily depends on the components of the GeM, generally, most of them, are DBM Classes. In the second case, only the structure is defined in terms ~
END;
occur :
+ [x} : this notation rneans that x is present at feast once.
{x} :this notiition means thal x is present zero, one or several times.
of a network of stations, but one or several services remain undefined. For the third case, the structure is fully defined, which means that the network of stations and their services are all known at this level.
The parameters of SPECOBJ, as well as measurements, are to be specified only if its structure is partly or fully defmed. 2. The specific object plays a passive role, namely it is not used to interconnect the components of the GeM. Therefore, neither smcture nor parameters have to be defined, but measurements can still be defined. In this case, the presence of the specific object is only useful to define measurements and the SPECOBJ can be seen as an algorithmic block for coding them.
Connections frmside a GeM
The components of a GeM are interconnected using the composition mechanism. Of course, the consuaints on the interconnections between the DBMs and the DBM classes have to be complied with. These constraints have been defined in the previous sections. Indeed, a GeM can be seen when SPECOBJ is passive or not present as a coupled model. In the case where SPECOBJ is active, GeM can generally be seen as one or several coupled models connected to SPECOBJ.
Besides, the validity of the interconnections between SPECOBJ (if any) and the other components of a GeM has to be checked by the modeler and heavily depends on the GeM being modeled.
Csfnnections O U~S k k 8 GeW
The external connections of a GeM have to take its facets into account, and all the connections to the outside have to be used. Clearly, all the undefined references are to be determined when the GeM will be instantiated as part of a given network architecture.
Facet of a GeM
Inside the CONNECT part of a GeM definition, some GeM components are connected to OUT, a reserved word which means outside the GeM. The facets of these components will determine the facets of the GeM. Let "type-of' be a function that for a variable (vm-name) declared inside the DECLARE part of the GeM definition, returns the name of DBM or DBM Class associated with this variable. The extension of Facet to a GeM is defined as follows :
As defined earlier, h4EX is a set of DBMs. MEX depends on the GeM, namely on its components and the way they are linked.
"BLMmCttOm
43.4' Parameters sard &leasureme&t5 of a GeM
For an end-user, a GeM is a model which may have a set of parameters and/or a set of measurements. These parameters/measurements can be partly inherited fiom the sets of the DBMs it is composed of. Moreover, some other ones can be added, and in this case, they will be coded inside SPECOBJ.
Generally, from the DBM Classes, a GeM cannot inherit either parameters or measurements, because, generally, the DBMs composing a DBM Class have different parameters and different measurements.
Not all the parameters/measurements of a DBM are inherited by a GeM. The modeler can decide to hide some of them from the end-user. He has to set the value of each hidden parameter, and set the switches associated with the hidden measurements to OFF.
composite Model
A Composite Model (Cow is a specialization of a GeM. Namely, all the variables defined as DBM Classes have to be defined exactly and thus associated with DBMs.
To define a CoM, we use the following syntax, which is composed of only one part. In this part, each GeM component declared as DBM Class is assigned to a DBM belonging to its class. The header of this part indicates the name of the CoM and which GeM it is the specialization.
Gem-name Com-name;
+{var.-name-of-DBM-Class:= name-of-DBM;} END;
If a GeM has a specific object associated with it, then all the CoM specializations of this GeM contain this specific object. Furthermore, if the specific object is active (respectively, passive) in the GeM, it remains active (respectively, passive) for all the specializations.
If the CoM specific object is active, and partly or fully defined, its structure is the same as the structure defined in the corresponding GeM. If the specific object is partly or fully defined, the modeler has to define exactly all the services of the stations composing the CoM specific object.
All the parameters and measurements defined at the GeM level are inherited by all the CoMs associated with this GeM. Other parameters and/or measurements can be added to a given CoM, they depend on the different specializations chosen for the DBM Class(es) declared inside the GeM. 
E x "
The following example shows how a bridge between two networks can be modeled by means of a GeM.
Actually, it can be defined as the composition of the two MACs and aL specific object, while it can be connected to the outside through its MACs. Here, SPECOBJ plays an active role, namely, it is used to connect the components of the bridge:. Its role is to change the f m a t of messages transiting through the bridge and may incorporate, for instance, Ihe learning algorithm. In order 1. 0 define a specialization of a GeM Bridge, the two MACS have to be specified. In the example below (figure 6)i, one MAC is set to an Ethernet MAC, and the other to an FDDI MAC. 
Ce,rsellnsicsm
We have described how generic models can be constructed from well structured reusable basic models. They are built using the composition mechanism and have to comply with a certain number of constraints in order to fit with the modeled domain which is the communication systems. The work done will be used extensively in the context of the OSISIM project, mainly to enrich the library of basic models, and consequently to make A M s more powerful. A new graphical tool for building automatically the generic models is under development, and will be added to AMs. This tool will have the capabilities of composing DBMs, verifying the constraints defined between them, and also editing if necessary the specific objects.
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